*TOP TIPS*

- 'Ensure you keep in mind measurability’- Swallowdale Primary School

- 'Work alongside your cluster of schools to ensure that you are maximising resources’- Swallowdale Primary School

- 'Attending the Level 5/6 course has really helped me to reflect on the Provision of PE in school. It has been a great opportunity to share good practice and as brought me up to speed on the current thinking in the area’- Sacred Heart Catholic Primary School

- 'High quality CPD provision will help to increase the quality of PE’ - St. Bartholomew’s C of E Primary School

- 'It is worth having a coach/school agreement as to what is expected from coaching ie lesson plans, assessment information etc’- Eastfield Primary School

- 'Make sure when you book the coaching blocks that those lessons are prioritised with teachers so they are not covered by supply’- Eastfield Primary School

- 'Develop a programme planned for the year rather than ad hoc. Skills can then be built on and are across a range of sports. Audit staff for their skills and strengths...you may have more talent than you know about’- Stokes Wood Primary School

- 'Invest in CPD and staff and give all children opportunities to compete’- Stokes Wood Primary School

- 'Extend sport and PE further than the PE lesson: ETHOS, PSHE, SEAL, SELF ESTEEM Personal development, LIFE SKILLS, activity and life style choices etc’- Stokes Wood Primary School

- 'Use services available to you- the School Games is a really good starting point. Find coaches you can trust and the children respond well to. Don’t worry about trying different approaches and ask for advice from experts in their field’- St Marys C Of E Primary School

- 'Our top tips would be to engage sports leaders from among the children, promote healthy competitive behaviours & team identity through a house system and offer inclusive sports’- Brocks hill Primary School
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